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Abstract

   This document describes the new vulnerability with the use of
   Cryptographically Generated Addresses.

Status of this Memo

   This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
   provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working
   documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is
   at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   This Internet-Draft will expire on June 4, 2014.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2013 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors. All rights reserved. This document is subject to

BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal Provisions Relating to IETF
   Documents (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the
   date of publication of this document. Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document. Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
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   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGA) [RFC3972] is one of the
   important options of Secure Neighbor Discovery (SeND) [RFC3971] in
   IPv6 networks. CGA provides the node with the proof of IP address
   ownership by finding a binding between the public key and the node's
   IP address. Therefore, It can protect the nodes from network layer IP
   spoofing attack and prevent forging the identity (if it is only based
   on the IP address). However, CGA, itself is vulnerable to some types
   of attacks such as DoS, replay attack (The use of timestamp would
   mitigate this attack), etc [3]. The goal of this document is not to
   focus on the well-known attacks but the new CGA vulnerabilities.

2.  Sec value vulnerability

   CGA values are the fingerprint of public key. They are generated by
   executing a hash function on public key and some other parameters.
   Since the default algorithm for generating this hash is SHA-1, the
   attacker node only needs to do brute force attacks against 59 bits.
   CGA algorithm uses sec value (a value between 0 to 7) to increase the
   brute force search space from 59 bits to maximum 171 bits (59+sec*16)
   and as a result complicates the brute force attacks to break CGA.
   Nevertheless, in practice, only sec value 0 and 1 can be used because
   it takes hours to years to generate CGA sec value higher than 1 [2].

   Unfortunately, in practice, it does not matter what sec value the
   victim node chooses and the use of sec value only complicates the IP
   address generation process for the victim node. This is because the
   attacker will only use sec value 0 and SHA1 algorithm.

   The reason are as follow:

   - No comparison of source address and target address

   Based on the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) specification on
section 7 RFC 4861 [RFC4861, RFC4862], there is nothing about to

   compare the source IP address with the target address. In SeND
   specification [RFC3971], there are rules for the sender node.
   However, the verifier node never checks those rules. This is why the
   attacker can ignore them. So, the attacker can create the SeND
   message by using his own CGA address that differs only in sec value.
   The attacker selects the victim node's source address as his own
   target address and sends this message.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3972
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3971
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4861
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4862
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3971


   - The CGA verifier node ignores 3 bits sec value in source address
   and 2 bits u and g
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   Based on NDP specification, the verifier node checks to see whether
   or not the target address is the same as its own IP address. If it is
   the same and the node supports CGA, then it starts CGA verification.
   Based on step 4 section 5 RFC 3972, the CGA node compares the source
   address (IID section) of the sender node to his own IID. The verifier
   node ignores 3 bits sec value. So, the attacker can set the target
   address to the real CGA address of the victim node disregard its sec
   value and set the source address to his own CGA value that is only
   different in the 3 leftmost bits. Since the verification is
   successful, the attacker can spoof the IP address of CGA node.

   - Either conflict on the network or the CGA node waive his rights on
   the IP address

   The attacker node can persist on his own IP address after a
   successful verification by CGA node and either force CGA node to
   generate a new IP address and again the attacker repeats this process
   or there will be duplicate addresses on the network which cause many
   services in the victim network stop working. This is because all the
   nodes verify this attacker node the same way as the legitimate CGA
   node processed the verification. From their aspects, these two nodes
   are the same.

   The mentioned flaw occurs during verification processes in all
   verifier nodes. The node needs to verify other nodes in two different
   conditions -- during DAD process and during checking the neighbors'
   reachability in cache. This means that the CGA security is only the
   security of CGA sec value 0 that is 2^59 bits.

   - The lower limit for key size is 384 bits

   The attacker does not need to worry about attack on public key and he
   can choose the lowest size public key so that he can better play with
   the RSA values and easier and faster generates the similar hash of
   the CGA node.

   - Modifier can be zero

   The attacker does not need to generate a really good random value.
   Since for him it is only important to match the hash value. This is
   especially true for the scenario where the attacker needs to do brute
   force attacks against all 64 bits and sec value is not ignored.

   In the following subsections, some of these attacks are explained in
   more detail.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3972


2.1.  Duplicate Address Detection Process

   When a node generates his IP address, it process the DAD in order to
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   avoid collision on the network. The attacker might be able to
   generate the CGA value the same of the legitimate CGA node and claim
   the ownership of that IP address. The CGA nodes only tries 3 times
   and then it gives up.

2.2.  Nodes communications

   When two nodes want to start communication, they try to find the IP
   address of eachother by sending multicast NS/NA messages. If the
   attacker can generate the CGA of one of these nodes, he can spoof the
   identity of them. This is what against the CGA goal.

3.  Security Considerations

   -

4.  IANA Considerations

   -

5.  Appendix

   - CGA multicore attack

   This is where you can find CGA attacks (multicore). More attacks will
   uploaded in the following link:

http://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/meinel/security_tech/ipv6_security/
ipv6ssl.html
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